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Students
Former NFL player Mike After 5 seasons and 4 trips to
Jones hired as varsity
Scottrade, Fitzpatrick steps down immersed in
immigration:
football head coach
as varsity hockey head coach
BY Joseph Reznikov
NEWS EDITOR

O

n Friday, March 3,
St. Louis U. High announced that Mike Jones—
former NFL player and, most
recently, head football coach
at Lincoln University—will
be taking over the position of
head varsity football coach.
Jones is well-known
around the St. Louis community for his famous gamesaving tackle on the goal-line
against the Tennessee Titans
in Super Bowl XXXIV in
1999. “The Tackle” gave the
Rams their first Super Bowl
ring in the organization’s history.
However, Jones is more
than just this one play.
Through his vast experiences
playing football in college
and in the NFL, as well as his
experience with coaching at
the high school and collegiate
level, the selection committee
deemed him most worthy of
the position.
“Just because he played
in the NFL doesn’t make him
a great coach,” said Athletic
Director Chris Muskopf. “He
will verbalize very clearly,
‘I played for Dick Vermeil,
here’s what I learned from
him’ or ‘I played for this
coach, here’s what I learned

from him’. Coach Jones prioritizes relationships. He talks
about the importance of how
we can build positive relationships among the coaches and
among the team members.”
After graduating from
Mizzou as a running back,
Jones signed with the Los
Angeles Raiders as an undrafted free agent linebacker
in 1991. Jones spent time with
the Raiders, Rams, and Pittsburgh Steelers over the course
of his NFL career.
After his playing days
were over, Jones couldn’t get
away from the game, and decided to take up coaching. He
spent 2004-2008 as the defensive coordinator for the Hazelwood East Spartans, and
was head coach of the Spartans from 2008-2010, winning the Class 5 State Championship in 2008.
Jones has also spent
time coaching at the collegiate level, serving a year as a
linebacker coach at Southern
University in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, followed by six
years as head coach of Lincoln University in Jefferson
City, Mo.
Jones was selected as
head coach after a rigorous selection process, which

continued on page 4

Kino Border
Initiative

Will Farroll
SPORTS EDITOR

A

fter five years of guiding
the boys in blue as the St.
Louis U. High varsity hockey
team’s head coach, Kevin Fitzpatrick has decided to step
down.
“It’s been a great run, and
it was a difficult decision for
me personally because I do
care a great deal about the
kids and they have just been
awesome,” said Fitzpatrick.
Fitzpatrick started his
Jr. Billiken coaching career
during the 2012-2013 season. SLUH had never won a
State Championship, and was
hungry for one under the new
coach. Fitzpatrick delivered
just this, and in his first season as head coach brought
home SLUH’s first and only
State Championship in program history.
Since then Fitzpatrick
has made four playoff runs
and three consecutive State
final appearances. He has
watched two classes grow
from freshmen to seniors,
and has guided many others
through the program.
“Only two classes had
him all four years, and I
couldn’t have asked for more,”
said senior captain Luke Gas-

BY Andrew Pluff
NEWS EDITOR

A

Fitzpatrick coaching during a game last season.
photo | Mrs. Kathy Chott

sett. “I loved having him and
the biggest thing was that I
knew he had my back. All he
cared about was the kids and
that’s something I really appreciated from him.”
While his achievements
on the ice are a testament to
his success as a coach, Fitzpatrick made himself a part of
the SLUH community as well.
He made a tradition of the

team attending 7 a.m. Mass
in the chapel on game days
and proudly taught the boys
what it meant to wear a SLUH
hockey jersey.
“He always said we have
25 guys going in one direction and that’s just something
I’ll never forget,” said captain
John Sieckhaus.
“I still have the full page

continued on page 4

ACSA meeting prompts Hockey falls to CBC 4-1 in State
discussion of student
championship
stress and school dress
BY Samuel J. Chechik
EDITOR IN CHIEF

T

he Advisory Committee for Student Affairs (ACSA) hit two topics Wednesday night that
haven’t been covered in a
few years: student stress
and St. Louis U. High’s dress
code.
Assistant Principal for
Student Life Brock Kesterson originally planned to
only have two ACSA meetings for this school year,
one in December and one in
March, but a third will most
likely be planned for late
April or early May after this

March 22 meeting.
The Robinson Library
is usually the spot for these
ACSA discussions, but a
conflict with “College Tips
from the Pros” forced the
meeting into the Ignatian
Conference room, and despite a late day-of reminder
for the meeting, 13 students,
seven parents, and three
faculty members (including
Kesterson as the moderator) showed up for the hourand-a-half discussion.
Kesterson started with
a prayer and introduction,
and started the discussion
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group of ten students visiting Mexico over spring
break seems like a usual
thing, but if that group spends
its time feeding recently deported migrants, talking with
ranchers, meeting with border patrol, and witnessing an
actual deportation hearing,
then you have a different kind
of trip. This year, through the
help of the Kino Border Initiative, a group of St. Louis U.
High students and two teachers did just that.
The Kino Border Initiative is a bi-national organization working in and
around Nogales, Ariz, and
Nogales, Sonora, Mexico. It is
a Catholic organization that
was founded by—and still
works closely with—the Society of Jesus, the Diocese of
Tucson, the Archdiocese of
Hermosillo, and the Missionary Sisters of the Eucharist.
Its proclaimed mission is, in
part, “to promote US/Mexico
border and immigration policies that affirm the dignity of
the human person and a spirit
of bi-national solidarity.”
After landing Saturday
evening in Tucson, the group
headed off to Nogales—a
town that is literally split in
half by the US/Mexico border.
The group slept in Nogales for
the duration of the trip, making frequent trips across the
border.
Monday was the first day
that the students and teachers made the walk over to
the Mexico side of the border
to visit the Comedor, a soup
kitchen that serves recently
deported migrants and Central Americans that are traveling north. It is one of the focal
points of KBI. This is where
the participants of the Initiative meet the most people,
and hear the most stories, often not too far from their own
in certain aspects.
“I met a man named
Carlos at the Comedor and
getting to talk to him with the

continued on page 6
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Schwetz leaving ASC early for Boeing job
BY Luke Wilmes
REPORTER

A

lum Service Corps volunteer Nick Schwetz has
been a Schwetz-of-all-trades
for the 2016-2017 school
year. Schwetz served as assistant coach for the freshman soccer team, mentor
and leader for the sophomore
pastoral team, and aide to science teacher Eric LaBoube’s
Physics classes.
“ASC was fantastic. Mr.
LaBoube was a fantastic
mentor and Mrs. Russo was a
great department chair. None
of the faculty or staff ever
treated me less than another
colleague. They were very
welcoming and helpful,” said
Schwetz.
“After sitting and listening to Mr. LaBoube teach his
class for a couple periods,
he would offer if I wanted to
teach the class and that was
a great experience to get to
take the reigns and help the
students.”
His Physics students
certainly appreciated his
presence in the classroom as
a teacher, mentor, and model
of a man for others.
“Deputy Schwetz always brought this fun energy

Schwetz talking to students in campus ministy.

wherever he was and made
everything we did a lot more
fun. He is a hilarious man,”
said junior Andrew Lally.
“He was a father figure
to me,” said junior Matt Leritz. “He was strict when he
needed to be, but had a caring, loving heart.”
“Going into this year, I
didn’t know what that structure or my relationship with
the students would look like,
so it was really cool to see
how that evolved from the
beginning of the school year

to now,” said Schwetz.
“He was iconic,” said junior Allen Shorey.
Mr. Schwetz taught
physics in classroom, but
taught freshmen the ins and
outs of soccer on the field,
assisting head coach Brock
Kesterson.
“Coaching soccer was a
blast,” said Schwetz. “I didn’t
have a lot of experience
coaching soccer, but it’s one
of my favorite sports. I would
lead stretches and sometimes
when Dr. Kesterson was deal-

served his last day yesterday
with the SLUH community.
He was offered a job that required him to start today.
“I was offered a Business
Skills Rotation Program at
Boeing, which is a four-anda-half year program. I will
do three one-and-a-half year
internships within different
departments within finance
at Boeing,” said Schwetz.
Although he won’t necessarily be working at SLUH
anymore, he plans to stay
involved in the SLUH community.
“A big part of ASC is
community, so I will still be
living in the ASC house with
my community members for
|
photo Mrs. Kathy Chott

the remainder of my contract,” said Schwetz. “So I’ll
still come to student events
and hang around SLUH
when I can on nights and
weekends.”
Schwetz is grateful for
his time at SLUH
“Getting to know the
kids in my classes, the freshmen and sophomores on
pastoral team, the kids I met
on retreat, the guys I went
to Kansas City with, and the
guys I went whitewater rafting with as more than just
guys trying to get a grade in
a class but as my SLU High
brothers,” said Schwetz.

ing with students after school
I would start practice. It was
a really great experience.”
Schwetz spent a lot of
time working in Campus
Ministry as well.
“It was really nice getting
to go on retreats and share an
office with Mr. Gilmore,” said
Schwetz. “I was also close to
Mr. Ehlman, who is the ASC
coordinator for Mr. McAnany and I. He was very helpful and welcoming to get me
photo | courtsey of SLUH campus ministry
situated.”
Schwetz (far right) with the Jerusalem Farms Spring break imSadly, Mr. Schwetz mersion group this past week.

Tough fall: setbacks hurt Robobills at First Robotics Competition

photo | Mrs. Kathy Chott

Junior John Dickey, senior Daniel Wagner, and junior Christian Mickan driving the robot at the
Regional First Robotics Competition at SLU over spring break.
BY Liam Connolly
CORE STAFF

D

uring exam week and
into the first few days
of break, St. Louis U. High’s
Robotics Club competed in
the Regional First Robotics
Competition (FRC) at SLU’s
Chaifetz Arena. The team
placed in the top ten for the
first few qualification matches,
but encountered problems
when the robot fell towards the
end of one of the matches.
As they have in years
past, the team members began
the season on Jan. 27 and had
six weeks to design, build, and
program a robot for the competition. Unlike most sports
teams, the Robotics Club
doesn’t compete throughout
the season, but rather spends
the whole season preparing for
the competition at the end of
the season.
“We had a 300 gallon bag
to put everything into on Feb.
22 at 11:00 p.m.,” said the club’s
captain, senior Daniel Wagner.
“We got to open it on Wednesday, March 8 to make sure that
everything was working, and

we also had practice matches
to help prepare.”
The team had qualification matches all day on March
10, and had qualifications before lunch on the 11th. Even
though they didn’t compete in
them, there were playoffs after
lunch that day.
The games consisted of
three objectives: picking up
and delivering gears to the
“airship”, shooting five-inch
diameter wiffle balls into a
basket for 1/3 point each, and
climbing ropes for extra points
at the end of the match. The
team’s robot was able to perform all of these tasks well,
and was capable of shooting
the balls at a rate of about two
to three balls per second. But
they made little difference. The
best teams could shoot about
six per second.
The team started in second place after the first match,
and remained in the top ten
out of the 52 competing teams.
However, the team encountered a problem toward the
end of a qualification match,
when their robot was climbing

Senior Will Albers, who
drove the robot at the competition, was disappointed with
the performance, but drove extremely well. The falls were out
of his control, and, acknowledging the fault of the falls, Albers kept the team from from
sinking lower in the ranks.
“I honestly didn’t want
to drive this year. There’s a
lot of pressure that goes into
it,” said Albers. “The whole
team has put in tons of time
on the robot, and it all comes
down to me to do well against
other people in a three-minute
game.”
With the end of the season, the Robotics team will
be losing the talents of seniors
like Millman, Wagner, Albers, Robby Esswein, Tommy
Zawalski, and Chris Augsburger, some of whom have
participated since their freshman year. The leadership of
dedicated underclassmen like
freshmen Andrew Zimmerman, Jack Wheelehan, Peter
Lally, and Luke Giunta will
be essential to the club in the
coming years.

The club has worked under three mentors: Jeff Pitts,
Mark Viox, father of David
Viox, ’16, and math teacher
Tracy Lyons.
“Mr. Viox helps us the
group with technical stuff, Mr.
Pitts helps us with acquiring
assets and general club organization, and Mrs. Lyons is our
in between with the administration,” said Wagner.
When it comes to designing, constructing, and programming the robots, it has
come down to the students
themselves. They had decided
that the Robotics Club would
be fairly independent from
adult guidance, and it has
stayed this way throughout
the year. The group’s independence is something that set it
apart from most of the competition at the FRC, because
almost everything about the
robot they entered was of their
own planning.
“At the end of the day, we
decide what we do with the
robot. The three mentors just
facilitate that and make sure
we stay safe, too,” said Wagner.

Before the end of the year,
the group hopes to have the
soda machine, which they’ve
been constructing and programming for several years,
functional enough to put on
display. Completely finishing
the machine would take hours
of brute programming.
“The equipment we’re
working with for the soda machine requires programming
on a whole new level,” said Albers. “Even Bill Gates couldn’t
do it. Give me the best hacker
in Russia, and he couldn’t do it,
either.”
“Our team members
learned a hell of a lot, and that
is because of the hands off approach that our mentors take.
SLUH has given us the opportunity to use the funds that
they provide us to learn how
to design things, learn how to
build things, learn how to lead
things,” said Wagner. “That’s
what really separates us from
the other teams: the independence, and that we have lots of
really smart guys who are willing to put the work in.”

a rope for extra points.
“Our robot was climbing
one of the ropes and the rope
snapped, so our robot fell to
the ground,” said senior Sam
Millman.
If the rope had not broken, the team would have won
that match and stayed in the
top ten. When the robot fell,
it damaged all four wheels, the
climbing mechanism, and the
gear catcher. After that third
match the team moved from
seventh place to 28th.
The robot fell again in
another match, because the
mechanism for pulling the robot up—although able to haul
hundreds of pounds—had become disconnected from the
robot, and failed the team once
more.
The day after the second
fall, Wagner had fixed the
robot, and it performed as it
should, helping the team to
win two of its three remaining matches. Overall, it was a
disappointing series of events
for the team, who had put in
photo | Mrs. Kathy Chott
countless hours to complete (Left to right) junior Christian Mickan, Senior Chris Augsberger, Junior John Dickey, and senior
construction of the robot.
Daniel Wagner, working on their robot.
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Letter
Mock Trial sneaks into State competition
James Pollard and
tion each team was required to team who killed Witley.
ing when to keep going, when
Mission Week car
Pierce Hastings
run both the prosecution and
The case was released in to stop going. If we can’t get to
defense of the trial. At state, late October, and ever since the end one way, we will try
smashing is more
t. Louis U. High’s Mock they will be running the prose- the team has been meeting on and get it another way,” said
Trial Team has squeaked cution on Friday night and the Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Villhard. “Our issue is the polthan just stereotypical S
on through to the State com- defense on Saturday morning. Saturdays to practice. Howev- ishing. We knew all the inforpetition. Out of the 16 teams
The case which they have er, for State they must revalu- mation, we just weren’t quite
masculine behavior
competing at regionals earlier been running since November ate the case through a different as crisp as some of the other
BY

REPORTERS

To the editors:
Last week, a letter to
the editors described the
Mission Week car smashing
as a violent promotion of
stereotypical views towards
masculinity, adversely affecting not only the self-image of our student body, but
also the public reputation of
SLUH students through the
proliferation of the event via
Snapchat stories and other
forms of social media.
On behalf of STUCO, I
would like to make an apology for making our fellow
Jr. Bill feel ostracized or offended or disheartened towards SLUH. However, we
do not apologize for hosting
the event.
In President David
Laughlin’s tweet from the day
of the event—“Mission week.
Boys swinging hammers.
Large crowds cheering. Our
ACT average is 30. This is a
great place! AMDG”—Mr.
Laughlin sought to contradict the stereotypical “boys
will be boys” idea of masculinity or putting an innocent “they just can’t help
themselves” spin on an event
that would otherwise lead to
poor marks against SLUH’s
reputation. Mr. Laughlin
sought to highlight the truly
beautiful complexity inherent in the being of each and
every one of us—that we are
capable of great accomplishment in the classroom while
also being able to pull out
the societal stops keeping us
in check, and let loose on a
dumpy old car without fear
of repercussion.
We are young men capable of executing professional quality plays and
musicals on stage one week
and working our tails off in
athletic practices the next.
We are those charged with
the completion of the biggest, baddest curriculum the
Jesuits can throw at us, and
do so while waging a war
of focus against the apprehensions and daydreams of
approaching games, meets,
and performances. We sit
our tired selves down at the
end of each long, normally
grueling day of our “Grad
at Grad” formation, drudge
through the same hours of
nightly homework we have
been doing since freshman
year, and, quite miraculously, we all buy into it.
Despite
everything
SLUH puts us through, we
put out some of the best
writing of any high school
in the country. We spend
hours attempting to get the
perfect balance of light and
shadow on a pencil sketch.
We put body and soul on
the ice every night to build
the best high school hockey
team in the city. Prep News

articles, lacrosse games, Sisyphus submissions, racquetball matches, service
trips, pastoral team meetings, each get their fair share
of our time and dedication at
the sacrifice of missing CYC
basketball practice with our
old grade school pals, putting the continuation of our
second watch-through of
The Office on Netflix off to
yet another weekend, and all
manner of other weeknight
shenanigans that we readily
gave up in order to buy into
the great gifts and challenges
of St. Louis U. High.
While the above paragraph may be one of the
more sentimental pieces ever
published in the Prep News,
I would be shocked to discover a Jr. Bill who could not
relate to at least one aspect of
it. In this day and age, when
the constant blasting of messages regarding the men we
should be is enough to numb
us even to the voice of our
own conscience, it is crucial
that we remain conscious of
the inherently complicated
nature of masculinity itself.
The effort SLUH has put
into promoting modern Jesuit ideas on gender equality
and other complex fronts of
social justice was never intended to force on us some
kind of new age identity as
first-world male aggressors,
capable only of disrespect
and social hypocrisy. Instead, the whole purpose of
clubs like SLUH for Gender
Equality, Students for Life,
Pax Christi, and the very
tradition of Jesuit education is to take strong-willed,
thoughtful,
butt-kicking
guys like ourselves and empower us with knowledge of
the human struggle coupled
with the motivation to get
out into the thick of this
dirty, dust-choked world of
ours and effect real change
in the lives of the suffering.
Masculinity cannot be
reduced to the expression of
an inherently brutish mentality, just as it cannot be
forced into the abandonment
of what might be seen as stereotypical male behavior. At
the end of the day, we are just
young men of varying ability,
self-esteem, and religious involvement left almost comically prone to missing the
mark when it comes to issues
of gender equality and identity. But despite this aptitude
for messing up, I do not believe that the car smashing
reflects such an instance,
and I hope the car smashing
will be enjoyed by Jr. Bills for
years to come.

this month, the Jr. Bills placed
ninth, missing the cutoff for
the State competition by one
place. Yet when one of the
teams from Kansas City was
unable to compete in State,
SLUH took their place as one
of the eight finalists.
The State competition
will be held from Mar. 31 to
April 2 at the Thomas F. Eagleton United States Courthouse
in downtown St. Louis, the
largest courthouse in the United States.
In the regional competi-

and will be running at the State
competition, Missouri vs. Peyton Reed, is quite compelling.
“It’s about a racquetball
tournament, it’s very pertinent
to SLUH,” said moderator and
history teacher Anne Marie
Lodholz.
It is a manslaughter case
in which Peyton Reed, a sports
agent, has been accused of killing Dan Witley, a hotheaded
top racquetball player whom
he represents. The defense will
argue that it was the number
two racquetball player on their

lens.

“When you get to higher
levels, everything changes,”
said senior Scotty Villhard, the
team captain this year. “You
have to look at everything
completely differently. So we
are looking at all of the rules
and objections, every word of
the case, to find where the inconsistencies are that we didn’t
necessarily pick up the first
four times.”
“We are really malleable
when it comes to the case.
We are really good at know-

teams.”
If all goes well on Friday
and Saturday morning, then
SLUH will compete in the top
four teams on Saturday afternoon, and if they move past
there they will compete for the
championship on Sunday.
“I think we are in a really good spot. It’s just going
to come down to what happens on that day, how well we
can execute, and what the jury
thinks,” said senior Thomas
Leeker.

PN Puzzle

crossword | Craig Grzechowiak

across

1.On Top of
3. Band; performs “Everybody
Hurts”
6. Snowman from Frozen
11. Commercials
13. Italian for “now”
14. A poem meant to be sung
16. Used to express surprise,
suspicion, or triumph
18. To quickly remove something; pick
20. A woman in a closed, religious order
21. Not IOS, Apple
23. Different, strange, or weird
24. This can lift 20-100 times
its own weight
25. A silly person
Sam Harmon, ’17 27. What a chicken lays
STUCO Publicity 28. Be careful not to tear this
Representative while playing sports
31. Guatama ________
34. Slang term for a sailor
36. It is (no apostrophe)
37. Friend or bud
38. Star Wars villain, has a dou-

ble-bladed lightsaber
39. A girl or young woman
40. United Healthcare
43. Postmortem examination
to discover the cause of death
44. Used to row or steer a boat
through water
46. Fifth, ____, Seventh
48. Not P.M.
49. Individual Retirement Account
50. Not truth
51. Not me
54. In addition, besides
55. A little kid’s favorite question
56. Short comedy sketch or
piece of humorous writing

Down

1. Long threadlike part of a
nerve cell along which impulses are conducted from the cell
body to other cells
2. An event regarded as a portent of good or evil
4. Electronic Arts

5. Maryland
7. Not quiet
8. St. Louis organization, for
people with intellectual and
developmental disabilities; St.
Louis ___
9. Not real; ____ news
10. Country in Africa; Male
name
12. _______bob Squarepants
15. A roofed structure in baseball with benches
17. Used to connect words of
the same part of speech
19. “It’s ___”; past and past
participle of ‘light’
22. Pieces of old cloth, typically
used to clean things
23. Not young
25. Federal Bureau of Investigation
26. Operational data store
28. Abbr. for legislation passes
in 1990 that prohibits discrimination against people with
disabilities
29. Large american wildcat;

mascot for Rosati-Kain
30. Abbr. For a rare form of
blood cancer, affects lymphocytes
32. Lack of interest, enthusiasm, or concern
33. An angel’s hat
35. Popular movie theatre
company
39. Stomach or belly
40. Possibly the greatest country in the world
41. Religious song or poem,
typically of praise to God or a
god
42. an island or peninsula, especially a small one
43. Plural of axis
44. Sound a pig makes
45. Speak or shout at length in
a wild, impassioned way
47. International Institute for
Learning
52. Used to express sudden
pain
53. Used to indicate hesitation,
doubt, or a pause
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Jones will use nationwide relationships to improve football program

artwork | Syed Fakhryzada

(continued from page 1)

included interviews with
alumni, parents, and current players involved in the
football program. Jones also
coached a mock practice with
the current seniors. Because
of state rules, underclassmen
were not allowed to attend because it would be considered
a “practice” which is not allowed.

“He seems
to have a lot
of energy
and wants to
get things
done. I’m
hopeful.”
—Sam Evans ’18
“When we interview
teachers, those candidates
teach part or all of a class
in their subject matter, and
there’s a value to doing that,”
said Muskopf. “Not only do
you check content, but you
also check interaction, you get
to see personality, you get to
see connection with students,

so we felt like that was an important part of this.”
“I think he brings something different to the program,” said junior quarterback Austin Hannah. “He
played at the highest level and
I think that definitely helps.
He knows how to discipline
the players, and it’s going to
be a different experience.”
Jones hosted a meeting
during activity period this
past Wednesday for all current freshmen, sophomores,
and juniors in the football
program. Jones introduced
himself as well as two assistant offensive coaches, Jim
Collins and John Wallingsford. While Jones has met a
few of the football players before, this was the first time he
had the opportunity to speak
to the entire program. The
room was filled with energy
as Jones, Collins, and Wallingsford discussed their plans
for the upcoming season, including potentially a 7 on 7
tournament outside of the
Midwest.
“The coaching staff is excited and players are excited.
Now it’s a matter of turning
that energy into the work that
needs to be done to get ready,”
said Muskopf.
“When I walked into the
meeting, I had expectations

but I really don’t know,” said
Jones. “The greatest form of
respect when someone is talking is to look that person in
the eye, and I had everyone
in that room looking at me
when I was speaking. I didn’t
even have to say it, which was
amazing. It was an awesome
feeling knowing that they
were engaged and that’s what
we have to do—we have to
keep them engaged.”
Jones has a lot of plans
for ways he wants to revise the
football program. He plans to
amplify the offseason training regimen; those players
who are not playing another
sport will start their first week
of workouts next week, three
days a week. Jones also has
weekly 6:00 a.m. Friday workouts planned. This will be a
drastic change from the current program, where Kornfeld
lets the players work out on
their own.
“Only a few guys come
(to workouts), so I think having mandatory workouts will
benefit the team and us as individuals as well,” said junior
Sean Bender.
“He seems to have a lot of
energy and wants to get things
done,” said junior Sam Evans.
“I’m hopeful.”
Jones also hopes to use
the connections that he has

Fitzpatrick steps down to spend
more time with family
(continued from page 1)

picture of One Direction that
he gave the team,” said captain
Matthew Hohl. “I found that
the other day and it gave me
a laugh.”
Being able to bring together SLUH-only hockey
players and club players who
played at a higher intensity
was one of Fitzpatrick’s greatest marks on the SLUH hockey program.
“To him, he bought into
SLUH,” said Athletic Director Chris Muskopf. “They’re
at mass in the morning, and
then they’re going to go take
exams, and then they’re going
to go play the game. It’s the relationships that were built and
the ability to mesh both ends
of that spectrum that is really
where he was successful.”
For Fitzpatrick, it all
came down to being there for
his players.
“The best thing I got out
of it was being able to spend
time with these young men in
their high school careers and

hopefully be a positive influence on their experience at
SLUH,” said Fitzpatrick.
Now, with the season
over and the future ahead
of him, Fitzpatrick hopes to
spend more time with his
family, recognizing his time to
move on but stressing the importance of hockey in his life.
“I’m looking forward
to spending more time with
my family, but it gets in your
blood and it’s hard to get out. I
just can’t imagine not going to
the rink anymore,” said Fitzpatrick.

made over the years playing
and coaching football to allow
the team to travel more.
“It’s a global network—
everyone is going after that
college scholarship—so we
have to see the global network
and compete against that,”
said Jones.
While Jones is focused
on giving SLUH every opportunity to win on the football
field, he is adamant that academics will be the students’
first focus.
“Academics are first and
foremost,” said Jones. “You’re
at SLUH for one reason
only—to graduate and excel
in your academics. That’s the
number 1, 2, and 3. You put in
all the work to be a great student, let’s put in all the work
to be a great athlete. We’re not
going to settle for anything
less than you being the best
student athlete you can possibly be.”
Having been Catholiceducated from grade school
until ninth grade, Jones also
understands the role of faith
in education and in football.
He concluded Wednesday’s
team meeting with a prayer
led by Hannah, and plans on
continuing this trend before
and after every practice.
“We’re a faith-based institution, so we have to make
sure we practice our faith,”
said Jones. “A lot of times
when you do something well
in practice, you don’t get
recognized, so we try to recognize two or three kids everyday that do a little extra at
practice and then have those
kids say a couple words and
break us down.”
Jones has already plugged
himself into the community;
he attended the Jr. Bills’ basketball matchup against CBC
on Feb. 18, which SLUH won
66-47, taking home the MCC
title outright. Though he is
not a member of the faculty
and staff, he plans to continue
to make his presence felt on

campus from 8:00 to 3:00.
“You’re going to see
him in the Commons during activity period or in the
hallways or at lunch or at
Mass,” said Muskopf. “He has
pledged to integrate himself
into the community at a level
where he’s not just showing up
for practice and leaving afterwards.”

“There’s a
great blend of
tradition and
movement
towards a new
era in St. Louis
University
High School.”
—Mike Jones
“St. Louis University
High School has a phenomenal campus with great facilities and great tradition. It
can get a little confusing trying to get in and out of the
building, though,” said Jones
with a chuckle. “But there’s a
great blend of tradition and
movement towards a new era
in St. Louis University High
School.”
Jones is currently in the
process of hiring the other
members of his coaching
staff for all levels of the football program. He plans on
retaining some coaches from
Kornfeld’s staff, but also will
be bringing on new coaches
whom he’s worked with in
the past. He hopes to have
a coaching staff finalized by
Easter.
“We want to make sure
that we interview those guys
who have been involved in St.
Louis University High School
before, if they want the opportunity,” said Jones. “It will

be a good blend of people.”
Jones currently lives in
Jefferson City and is in the
process of moving back to
St. Louis. Having spent more
years living in St. Louis than
in his hometown of Kansas
City, Jones feels a special connection to the St. Louis community and is excited to return to a place that has meant
so much to him during his
life.
Jones replaces ex-head
coach Gary Kornfeld, who
stepped down from the position with a 212-105 lifetime
record at the helm, holding
the title as SLUH’s winningest
football coach. Though Jones
never coached against Kornfeld, he often watched from
afar.
“I saw the school from
afar and thought it was a good
institution prior to me getting
more information about it,”
said Jones. “So I put my name
in the application and as I applied for the job and did some
more research, I found out
how good of both a learning
institution and an athletic institution St. Louis University
High School is.”
“Our search committee felt confident that Mike’s
energy, emphasis on teaching the fundamentals of the
game, and commitment to
use football to develop character and life skills would allow him to establish a strong
connection with the players
in our program and the SLUH
community,” said Muskopf,
according to sluh.org. “Obviously we’re excited about the
opportunity.”
“He’s got the experience
and I—as well as the whole
team—am looking forward to
working with him, and I think
it’s going to be a great season,”
said Hannah.

Cashbah volunteers needed!

While the future leadership of SLUH hockey may
be in transition, the team
certainly comes prepared for
next season, ready, along with
a new coach, to carry on the
success and spirit that Fitzpatrick brought to the program.
“He elevated the program to a new level, and whoever is going to come in now
is going to inherit a senior
heavy team with a lot skill, a
lot of talent,” said Gassett. “I
think there’s going to be a lot
of people who want the job.”
artwork | Will Kramer

Cashbah 2017: Oakland Downs takes place on Saturday, April 8.
Any students interested in volunteering should email their class
moderators for more information. NHS members should
contact NHS president Joe Reznikov.
Email Mrs. Ann Perryman at perryman005@charter.net if you have
any other questions!

artwork | Liam Connolly and Niles Bernabe
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‘Relaxed’ dress day inspired by Advisory Committee meeting on Wed.
(continued from page 1)

on student stress quickly
since the meeting was running ten minutes later than
the scheduled time.
The first big point that
senior Joe Rogan brought
up was about the transition
from grade school to SLUH
and all of the difficulties (or
lack thereof) that come with

“I’m not
sure that the
students are
managing
their time as
well as they
could. I think
this place
becomes
overwelming
when you
throw all of
those things
into the pot.”
—Brock
Kesterson
this switch. The well-known
idea is that many SLUH students come from being the
top of their class with ease
and only having to do 30 or
40 minutes of homework
a night to being bogged in
the freshman rigors of hard
classes and time management.
The Senior Advisors
that stay in freshman homerooms for the first semester,
guide them into SLUH, and
lead Direction Days were another talking point of how a
transition into SLUH should
be. One prime example from
a sophomore was how his Senior Advisor still sent texts
from college asking about
his courses and teachers.
That sort of commitment to
the freshmen should be valued and encouraged, Kesterson and a few parents said.
Clubs and sports, while
voluntary forms of student
stress, play a large role in
the lives of many SLUH students, and the time that they
take away from homework
forces students to manage
their own schedules and fig-

ure out a rhythm for their
days and weeks.
“I’m not sure that the
students are managing their
time as well as they could.
I think this place becomes
overwhelming when you
throw all of those things into
the pot, and then you throw
in days missed, and it raises
that anxiety,” Kesterson said.
“That anxiety and that stress
level are tough to manage
for anybody, especially guys
who feel the competitive
nature of school and athletics and theatre and certainly have some lighter clubs
which don’t have that feel to
it, which is great, but you put
them all together, and it does
make for a difficult, overwhelming time in your lives.”
SLUH is a college preparatory school, and a few
students brought up how
“building a résumé” is important for the college process, so one has no choice
but to be involved in some
sort of extracurricular activity. The problem comes
when students choose too
many instead of pick three
or four solid clubs or sports
that they can commit time to
instead of overindulging or
lacking.
Class and scheduling
conflicts, specifically considering tests, was another topic
emphasized by multiple students at this meeting, and
two upperclassmen brought
up the point of working with
teachers to change test dates
if multiple tests come up on
the same day. Kesterson cited a “test calendar” that used
to be in effect that teachers
created, but it is currently
not in use.
The topic of procrastination made up a decently-sized portion of the
discussion, as putting off
assignments and getting behind at SLUH can be difficult to catch back up from.
One senior brought up how
SLUH students need to be
able to manage their time
and talk with their teachers further in advance for
moving a test or pushing a
large assignment because of
their multiple conflicts. Two
seniors cited sickness and
missing school as another
cause of student stress.
“Student stress is an
extremely important topic
and has affected nearly every student at SLUH in
some way, and it has caused
them to think about their

decision to come to SLUH
or their course decisions,”
STUCO President and senior Thomas Leeker said.
“For me, I’m fairly involved,
and I’ve seen how this stress
can affect others and have
certainly seen how it affects me. I’ve certainly lost
sleep and time with friends
over doing homework and
things at SLUH, and it has
been tough. So I think this
issue of stress has become
a part of SLUH, for better
or for worse. It’s certainly a
double-edged sword, stress.
It shouldn’t degrade any
health, a healthy social life,
and things like that that are
an extremely important life
in a high school student’s
life. And that’s where we get
in trouble at SLUH. It’s just
wave after wave of things
and extreme busyness.”
The “fear of falling behind,” as one senior put it,
remains a heavy indicator
of the SLUH motivation to
stay on top of the work and
not turn in late assignments.
Sickness can cause this, only
increasing student stress levels, which is why contacting teachers about this can
sometimes become especially difficult.
The talk of student
stress easily led to how their
technology—with the newly
implemented iPad program—impacts that stress.
Managing one’s time is
a key component of dealing
with one’s stress, and finding that balance is difficult,
according to many at the
ACSA meeting. One parent
brought up the pros and cons
of Google Calendar versus a
normal SLUH planner. Seniors are the last class to officially have planners while
the rest of the grades utilize
Google Calendar.
Canvas, a learning management system that SLUH
hasn’t yet fully adopted but
that any teachers use, was
brought up as a potential way
to decrease student stress,
as having everything in one
convenient location could
ease the burden of students
checking several websites for
homework or emailing each
teacher individually about a
sick day’s workload.
A parent brought up the
creation of Student Support
Services, which includes
school counselors, college
counselors, and learning
consultants that students
can access about personal or

scheduling issues, their college process and eventual decision, and learning abilities
and study skills.
Multiple students at the
meeting brought up their
angers and problems with
emailing teachers and how
SLUH students should go
about it. One faculty member brought up a lack of a
broad email policy regarding
the teachers’ expectations of
when a student should check
and reply to their emails but
do not follow that same policy. That hypocritical nature
of some faculty members is
troubling, this faculty member stated.
“It’s frustrating from the
teacher’s side when you send
an email and only get a third
of your class to respond
when you need the whole
class to respond, and I can
imagine it’s frustrating from
the student’s side when you

“So I think
this issue of
stress has
become a
part of SLUH,
for better or
for worse.
It’s certainly
a doublededged sword,
stress.”
—Thomas
Leeker ’17
ask a request from a teacher and you don’t hear back
from that teacher,” Deves
said. “There needs to be efforts from both sides as to
how we can be better about
living up to each other’s expectations, but what I see
is that we need to have the
same expectations. For me as
a teacher, if I don’t want you
to email me at 9:00 at night,
then I shouldn’t email you
at 9:00 at night either. Or if
I do, knowing that there’s no
expectation for you to read it
until the morning.”
The conversation then
pivoted to SLUH’s dress code
for the rest of the meeting,
around 35 minutes. While
the current dress code may
have some students com-

plaining, there were multiple
examples of other dress policies—like John Burroughs
High School, which doesn’t
have a dress code, and a different Jesuit high school that
has an all-formal dress code.
The main argument
head to a defending any dress
code—not just SLUH’s—is
that a student population
should be presentable for
any visitors that may come
to the school for a tour or
meeting. The follow-up to
this explanation included
thoughts about how dress
code-approved shoes, like
boat shoes or Chukka boots,
don’t need to be present for a
student to be dressed nicely.
The comfort aspect of specifically tennis shoes was
emphasized here and backed
up by athletes and other students.
“I’m glad we talked
about (the dress code) because I think it’s important,
though I do think sometimes
we can lose the forest for the
trees and get caught up in
little issues when there are
much moreimportant things
to be focusing on,” said
Leeker.
Some people at this
meeting thought that students don’t necessarily need
to look nice to match the
achievements of the school.
Others proposed new initiatives such as loosening the
dress code for tennis shoes,
other types of shoes, untucked shirts, and other alternatives.
“I really like that it
was a smaller group so that
we could focus in on the
two issues rather than just

complaining about certain
things that most likely won’t
get changed,” said sophomore Liam John. “I like how
there were ideas that can be
changed in some way. I think
today that even started with
the dress code, so hopefully
it can change throughout
this year into next year.”
One parent talked about
how students “dress for
your environment” and that
SLUH’s competitive academic and athletic reputation
could merit an argument for
maintaining the dress code
as it is or making it stricter,
but the key, he said, was consistency in whatever is done.
Multiple students, parents,
and faculty said that having
a standard for the dress code
for both students and faculty
to follow is important.
In an end-of-the-day
announcement
yesterday,
Kesterson told the student
body that they could all wear
tennis shoes and untuck
their shirts for today’s classes
in a “relaxed Friday” format,
as he put it. Due to students
having good behavior lately
pertaining to the dress code,
he saw it as a reward, but he
has been analyzing what the
administration could do for
a long time concerning the
dress code, and he has decided to give this “relaxed”
dress code a try. Part of the
reasoning also came from
this ACSA meeting.
“Let’s see what it looks
like. This has been planted
in my mind for a while because I’ve had similar conversations like we had last
night (Wednesday) just informally,” said Kesterson.

artwork | Will Kramer
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Mission Appalachia builds and dances their way through spring break
BY Jake Hennes
CORE STAFF

T

en students and four
chaperones
travelled
to Barren Springs, Va. over
spring break for a cultural immersion trip. SLUH has been
going to Barren Springs every year since 2011, and this
was the ninth trip. The group
works with an organization
called Neighbor-to-Neighbor
to help the community with
various projects.
Neighbor-to-Neighbor is
a small grassroots organization started by Sam and Kelly
Crawford when they noticed
needs in their community.
Their mission is to do what
they say was natural 50 years
ago: for people to come together and help when a neighbor needs help.
The group stayed at a
Christian home for children
called Joy Ranch and throughout the week, the students
had the opportunity to work
on various projects there. The
majority of the work involved
home renovation projects.
“At Joy Ranch, we did
various tasks including repainting walls, replacing cabinets, moving old furniture,
tearing up old flooring, carpet
cleaning, and overall tidying
up of the rooms,” said junior
Daniel Dewan.

Many of the students
enjoyed helping at Joy Ranch
simply due to its mission.
“Joy Ranch is amazing in
itself in that it is a Christian
home for kids who come from
troubled backgrounds allowing them to have a safe and
healthy childhood. It felt great
to support and contribute to
this cause by working there,”
said Dewan.
On Wednesday, a group
of six Notre Dame University
students arrived.
“It was a blast to work
with the Notre Dame students. We got to know them
pretty well while working
with them on an apartment.
Later, we joined them on the
dance floor at a local flatfoot
dancing theater in town called
the Rex,” said Dewan.
While the majority of the
group worked at Joy Ranch
most days, a few students
went to a local school, Oakland Elementary, each day to
help in the classrooms.
“At the school, I was
placed in one of the two
kindergarten classes,” said
sophomore Patrick Hetlage.
“Though I found myself outside of my comfort zone, I was
greeted with some of the kindest kids I have ever met. I had
only been there for ten minutes and they already treated

me like I had been there for
the entire school year.”
“Working in the school
was really cool because the
kids think you’re the coolest
person even though you’ve
just met them. It’s inspiring
to see the love these kids have
and the joy they share,” said
senior Joe Laughlin.
The group also had the
opportunity to build a ramp
for a handicapped woman.
“Some students were
able to build a ramp for an elderly woman who was in dire

need of assistance in getting
over the steps leading into
her house,” said Dewan. “It
felt great to be able to help,
especially after seeing that
the woman and her son were
emotionally overjoyed after
the ramp was completed.”
In addition to the work
that the group did, they had
the opportunity to get a taste
of the culture. The group went
to various local churches of
different denominations to
have meals with people in the
community. They also went to

a youth group from a Church
of God.
“There was a huge sense
of community in Barren
Springs. Everybody there is
incredibly welcoming and
friendly, and there is a much
different atmosphere than St.
Louis,” said Dewan.
Another way that the
group was able to experience
the culture was through flatfoot dancing at the Rex Theatre.
“Dancing at the Rex was
really cool because we met

with the Notre Dame students from earlier that week
and it was a great way to close
out the final day of the trip,”
said junior Riley McEnery.
“I was surprised to see how
everybody got really into it
right away and just danced
the whole time. It was a lot of
fun.”
As a way to talk about
their experiences throughout
the day, the group had a reflection every night that was
guided by senior Joe Laughlin.
“The reflections were
perfect for keeping me focused on the real reason for
being on the trip,” said McEnery. “They served as opportunities to share experiences
and cool moments from each
day, and they helped me see
God in the trip.”
As well as helping the
students share their experiences, the reflections helped
the group connect and become much closer.
“I love how I knew only a
handful of the students ahead
of time, but by the end of the
trip the students and chaperones were almost like a family,” said Laughlin.

photo | Meg Beugg

Senior Joe Laughlin (left) and theology teacher James Page (second from right) building a ramp
for a woman who was confined to a wheelchair.

Students visit Nogales for immigration education
(continued from page 1)

other guys was fun. Although
we’re not the same age, we’re
close, so joking around with
him and getting into jalapeno
eating contests helped me to
connect with him on a personal level,” said senior Noah
Jackson. “I just couldn’t imagine being in his shoes at such
a young age trying to cross
the border to be with family
or find work.”
The group made a total
of five visits to the Comedor,
spending all day Monday, and
most of Friday there, as well
as visiting various other times
throughout the week to serve
some of the meals served
twice daily, seven days a week,
365 days a year.
The Comedor isn’t just
a place to feed the migrants.
They can also get clothing,
check cashing services, phone
calls, first aid, and most importantly, a kind face trying
to help them through the process.
Most of the migrants
at the Comedor are recently
deported, and many of them
have gone through Project
Streamline. The students
spent an afternoon witnessing
one of the Project Streamline
proceedings in Tucson.
“The humanity within
the trial was surprising, stuff
like a lawyer patting a migrant
on the back, or the judge talking surprisingly nicely to
the migrants. Even despite
the kind of rigidity that the
Streamline system tries to

enforce, that human interaction was kind of irrepressible,”
said senior Samuel Harmon.
“Maybe it speaks to how
things should be, instead of
making laws far away, maybe
there should be more consideration for the humans on
both sides of the law.”
Before the migrants end
up in Streamline, another
group of people have the
strenuous, and often dangerous job of apprehending them
in the desert, in the city, or at
a port of entry. US Border Patrol has the duty of enforcing
the laws in regard to what can
and cannot come into the US.
The group visited the local
Border Patrol facility in Nogales, where they took a tour
and chatted with the some of
the officers. The tour featured
everything from presentations about numbers of immigrants detained and amount
of drugs confiscated to a tour
of the stables and the cars the
patrol uses daily.
“The guy who led our
Border Patrol tour changed
my idea about the idea of
border patrol agents who
are just cruel and just deport
people,” said junior Matthew
Rauschenbach. “The Border
Patrol seems to be a definite,
necessary part of the immigration issue.”
The group also took a
hike through the desert of
southern Arizona outside
the town of Arivaca—a place
where migrants that cross the
border illegally are frequently

SLUH students with members of Kino Teens at Lourdes Catholic High School in Nogales, Ariz.

picked up. The group encountered all numbers of items left
by migrants including clothes,
backpacks, shoes, jugs for water, etc. They also grew to understand the phrase that was
uttered many times throughout the trip: “most stuff in
the desert is trying to kill or
injure you.” Members of the
cartel also lurk in the desert, serving as lookouts on
the many hilltops, watching
for Border Patrol so they can
smuggle the people, drugs, or
both into the US.
“I was surprised to find

that they had that strong of a
hold on the whole operation.
You hear about the cartel, they
move drugs into America, but
I had no idea of how much
control they had over the
people moving,” said senior
Timothy Moritz. “I also didn’t
know that some of the people
crossing were being forced to
do so, with the cartel threatening them or their families.”
The day continued with
Mass in a church in Arivaca and then lunch with
the townspeople, including a
rancher named Sue who owns

five miles of the border that
is only protected with a small
barbed wire fence.
“A lot of what we hear
about building a wall in the
news is negative, and way
overstated, but really there is
a lot of property owned along
the border by people like Sue,
so hearing her reasons for
having a wall built was different because we don’t think
about that,” said senior Noah
Jackson. “We don’t have that
perspective of living on the
border and dealing with the
drug cartel trying to transport

photo | Dan Finucane

drugs on our property with
people dying in the process.”
“I think the main thing
that I learned is how powerful
the cartels are now and how
much they control people and
I think one of the best things
we can do to help the immigration issue right now is to
stop using drugs,” said the
Rev. Joseph Hill, S.J., one of
the teachers on the trip.
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Yoro, Honduras: spring break edition
BY Ben
STAFF

Frailey

H

onduras used to just be
a January Senior Project
destination. This year marks
the first annual trip to Yoro
over spring break. Five seniors
went this year: Thomas Leeker, Jacob Elieff, Andrew Modder, Edward Gartner, and William Kelly. The group worked
with malnourished children at
the Centro San Yves, the same
center that students travel to
during Senior Project.
The Honduras committee
is trying to make more trips
to Honduras available for students in the coming years.
“Our hope is that SLUH
can offer a larger number of
trips throughout the year for
different populations within
the SLUH community,” said
Honduras committee member
and art teacher Sean Powers.
“We want to get more people
involved, and this is a great
way to do it.”
The seniors who attended
the trip were selected from the
group of students who were
not chosen to attend the annual trip for Senior Project.
In order to raise money
for the trip, the group used
both old and new tactics. They
sold candy every day during
activity period at the familiar Honduras table, and they
also created a shuttling service they named “SLUHber.”
They put the SLUH security
vans to use by hanging cardboard SLUHber signs on the

BY Riley
STAFF

S

ince the beginning of the
commercial airlines industry, one of the most dreaded
scenarios feared by all travelers has been missing one’s
flight. Unfortunately, this fear
became a reality for juniors
Connor Worley and John Reiss last weekend when they
missed their flight back to
the United States after spending two eventful weeks as
exchange students across the
world at the Nanjing Foreign
Language School in Nanjing,
China.
Before the small hiccup at the airport, the annual
trip—organized by former
Chinese teacher and coordinator of the Nanjing exchange
program for the past 20 years,
Ching-Ling Tai—was running
rather smoothly.
The two juniors, who
learned about the trip in Chinese teacher Yude Huang’s
Chinese class, took their exams a week early and departed—unaccompanied by chaperones—on March 4, allowing
them to spend two weeks in
Nanjing instead of just one
over spring break. Their trek
to China marks the 10-year
anniversary of SLUH sending
students to Nanjing.
“I was kind of excited because I hadn’t been on a plane
in eight years,” said Reiss.
A family in Nanjing host-

McEnery

F

Senior Jacob Elieff with one of the children at the Centro San Yves.

sides and shuttling spectators
to and from the Danis Field
House before and after a couple basketball games.
Besides the shortened
length, the trip was essentially
the same as the trip in January.
“Because the last group
of SLUH guys had been there
a few weeks before, the kids
were already familiar with
SLUH guys, so the ice was
already broken,” said Spanish
teacher Magdalena Alvarado.
Although the trip went
well, the Honduras committee has some ideas on how to

improve the trip for the following years.
“I would like to make
it two weeks instead of one,
because one week is just too
short,” said Alvarado. “We’re
hoping that next year we’ll be
able to do two weeks.”
In addition to adding an
extra week to the spring break
trip, there are also plans in the
works for a June Honduras
trip, possibly as soon as this
year. Although typically the
Honduras trips have solely
been available to seniors, the
Honduras committee is considering allowing juniors to

photo | William Kelly

attend the spring break and
June trips in future years.
The seniors had incredible experiences during their
time in Honduras, and would
definitely recommend it to
others.
“Definitely apply. Definitely go,” said Leeker. “You’re
not going to get to go to Yoro
again. It’s gonna be an extremely powerful experience
no matter what happens, no
matter how good you are with
kids, no matter how much
Spanish you know.”

Worley and Reiss tutor students at
Nanjing Foreign Language School
BY Jack Schweizer
CORE STAFF

and home repair:
new trip to KC

ed the pair of juniors during
their stay as they acclimated to
the foreign land. Throughout
their stay, they also shadowed
several members of the family,
following them to classes and
around the city.
In the mornings, the two
spent most of their time sitting in on student-led tutorials, where they learned about
the culture and history of China. They also sat in on several
Chinese classes.
“It was pretty cool because not only did we meet
a bunch of Chinese students,
but there was a French guy,
and a German girl there, too.
So it was really fun and we
made some great friends,” said
Reiss.
After class, the duo explored the city in search of
everything it had to offer, including ancient monuments
like the Confucius Temple and
Ming Tomb, as well as various
restaurants serving authentic
Chinese food.
“It was just the small
things that really got you,”
said Worley. “Like we went to
this store that said ‘In business since the year 1280’. Just
to throw that perspective in
there, it was so different than
America. Everything is so
much older. And also the food
was amazing,” he added.
“We tried all types of
things, lots of different tofus,
dumplings, standard stuff. But

then we also had things like
duck blood soup, duck feet—
those were pretty good.”
Although the two acclimated rather easily to the
new culture, there was one
aspect of the trip that caught
them both by surprise: the realization that their flight back
to the United States had left
without them.
“When I first realized
that we missed the flight, my
reaction was disbelief more
than anything else,” said Reiss.
According to the juniors,
on the final day of their trip,
their plane—on China East-

ern airline—was delayed by
air traffic, but the American
airlines were not notified, preventing the juniors from getting their boarding passes in
time.
They decided to ask the
airport personnel for help,
who advised them to take a
taxi and stay at a hotel in Beijing for the night. Located on
the other side of the world,
with few options, they decided to go to the hotel, and
returned home the next day,
finally arriving in St. Louis on
Sunday night before the start
of school. To catch up on sleep

ive students and two
teachers embarked on the
first ever SLUH mission trip
to Jerusalem Farms in Kansas
City, Mo. over spring break to
serve the community there.
The trip was added as
one of the four spring break
immersion trips this year,
along with another new trip
to the Nutrition Center in
Yoro, Honduras (outside of
the trip during January) and
a new trip to the US-Mexico
border as part of the Kino Initiative.
Junior Andrew Lally,
sophomores Justin Lombard and Tony Buttice, and
freshmen Lucas Frillman
and Thomas Reilly, as well as
ASC teacher Nick Schwetz
and psychology teacher Tom
Kickham embarked on the
journey on Sunday, March 12.
“My brothers in past
years have gone on the Appalachia trip and told me to go
on one,” said junior Andrew
Lally. “So I decided to mix it
up a little bit and go on this
trip instead just to see if the
experience would be different
than they described.”
Others chose Jerusalem
Farms over the other trips for
a variety of reasons, including language barriers and the
shorter van ride, but they all
were seeking an experience of
helping others and interacting with that particular community.
The work in the community included several different kinds of construction
and home repair; it was a lot
of physical labor.
“In the morning we
would do chores like working
on the farm there, but after
breakfast we would all go to
a different location every day
and we’d help repair a home,”
said Lally.
SLUH was not the only
volunteer group at Jerusalem
Farms. An all-girl’s school
was there to help. They spent

a lot of time interacting with
the SLUH group and bonding
with them.
“The friends I made were
just fantastic people, and I
definitely want to hold on to
those relationships and keep
building on them,” said Lally.
On Monday, the SLUH
group did chores at the house
they stayed at as well as
mulching in the garden there.
The same group worked on
picking up compost and turning compost on Tuesday, as
well as installing flooring at
another house on Wednesday.
On Thursday, the group
had a unique experience.
“We stayed at the house
and we were what’s called the
home crew,” said Schwetz.
“So we cleaned the house and
cooked the meals for that day,
and then we prepared a prayer
service.”
On Friday, the group
installed siding on a house,
something that several groups
got the opportunity to partake
in.
The four cornerstones of
Jerusalem Farms are service,
simplicity, prayer, and community.
“We had an opportunity for all four of the cornerstones; community especially,”
said Schwetz. “The students
stayed up really late with another group of girls there just
playing games. Also, every
meal was in community, so it
was heavily focused on that.”
“They had prayer services and opportunities to go to
reflections and sing songs and
to just hang out with everybody at the house,” said Lally.
The immersion experience left a sweet taste for all
who sacrificed their Spring
Break for the trip.
“I’d say it was a good experience, and our guys loved
it,” said Schwetz. “It was hard
for them to leave, which was
cool to see that they had built
that sense of community in
just a week.”

from the jet lag, the juniors for sure: “It would be a hell of
were forced to skip school on a story,” he said.
Monday.
Worley, reflecting on the
experience, knew one thing

Junior Connor Worley works with some of the students at the Nanjing Foreign Language School
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Archivists prepare for bicentennial with hardcover book
and software system PastPerfect

The door to the SLUH Archives room.
BY Samuel J. Chechik
EDITOR IN CHIEF

W

ith St. Louis U. High
soon heading into its
third century, SLUH’s resident archivists—a group of
alumni from the classes of
1963 and 1964—have been
making strides in their work
of preserving SLUH’s 200year history while preparing
to document the next centuries. The two big projects that
occupy most of their time are
their bicentennial book and
their continual updating of
their archives with their new
software system, PastPerfect.
The group, consisting
of Terry Donohue, Bob St.

Vrain, Norm Thomas, Lee
Schilligo, Ron Horst, Tim
O’Connell, Marty O’Brien (all
members of the class of 1963),
and a few others, meets every
Thursday for three hours or
more to discuss the current
archives project, the work being done in their group, and
the goals they want to achieve
for the bicentennial anniversary in 2018.
One of those goals is
the hardcover, for-sale book
that will detail the history
of St. Louis U. High through
pictures, documents, and
writing. It will be a coffee table-style book, similar to St.
Louis: An Illustrated Time-
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line by Carol Ferring Shepley.
A timeline draft has already
been created, and English
teacher Frank Kovarik’s work
will be tying together the story of SLUH’s last 200 years using that general timeline and
vignettes from the archivists.
Also, whatever does not make
it into the book will still remain in the archives.
“That’s been an area of
emphasis the last few months
as we’ve been gathering material to contribute to the book,
especially significant events in
the history of the school, personalities in the school, past
presidents and principals of
the school, all kinds of differ-

‘Pocket Points’ rave hits, rewards
students for screen-less classtime

BY Niles
STAFF

A

Bernabe

new mobile trend has
hit the halls of St. Louis
U. High: Pocket Points. An
app that to incentivizes students to stay off their phone
at school, Pocket Points reward idle phones with points
that can be redeemed at local
stores for discounts and gifts.
“It actually does help
me stay off my phone,” said
senior Leo Henken. “I’ve
restrained from using my
phone at lunch because of using it.”
The mission of Pocket
Points is simple: stop students
from using their smartphones
in class with the ultimate motivation for most high schoolers, free food. Pocket Points
charges companies for adver-

bought a hammock with a 30
percent discount.”
The app tracks the
phone’s location at all times
to see if the student is at
school. Students accumulate points by having the
app open on their phone but
the phone must be locked.
The longer the phone stays
locked, the more points the
student gets a day. Students
earn a point every 20 minutes, and that rate increases
as more students use the app
at the same time.
“I’m not on my phone
during
classes anyways,” said
artwork | Thomas Nordmann
senior Sam Owen. “ But it’s
tising their rewards to users. still great for getting an extra
“I got the app for the sub at Subway and stuff like
sole reason of getting Jimmy that.”
John’s coupons,” said senior
Jacob Elieff. “But I’ve ended
up using it way more now
they offer a lot of cool deals.”
Students who accumulate enough points from
not being on their phone at
school anytime from 7:00
a.m to 10:00 p.m. get exclusive deals at stores including Smoothie King, Krispy
Kreme, and Pizza Hut as well
as some online stores that offer products such as watches,
shirts, and even hammocks.
“The app is starting to
spread to all of the classes,”
said junior Joe Hillmeyer.
“I’ve been on it for two
months now. I’m in first
place for the day so I recently

ent stories or vignettes, which
will be incorporated into the
book,” Horst said.
“They’re going to come
up with sort of a rough draft
of the book, and then my job
will be to look through that,
reshape, edit, suggest additions or edits, and kind of polish it and sort of get it closer
to completion,” Kovarik said.
“I see my role more as helping
to shape and refine that vision
later in the process.”
Preserving and digitizing documents upon documents in the current archives
room—Student Council’s old
office in the back left corner
of the old cafeteria, marked
with a white and blue “SLUH
Archives Project” sign—takes
a significant amount of work.
The group recently bought
and installed on their archives
computer a software system
called PastPerfect that keeps
track of documents, folders,
and other archives that need
organizing.
The system has a “museum quality” of archiving ability, according to them, and it
is the same system used by the
St. Louis Mercantile Library
at the University of Missouri
– St. Louis.
“So basically, that’s going, and it’s just a matter now
of getting this stuff catalogued
and getting it in there,” said
Schilligo. “It’s working. We’ve
actually done searches on it

and have been able to bring
stuff up.”
The archivists have done
what they call a “mass sort”
and have created 24 general
categories of information
based on what they have.
Now, their plan is to do a
“finer sort” of what they have,
according to Thomas. They
will continue to update their
physical and digital archives
as they go through more and
more documents, information, history books, etc.
“It will be a tremendous
tool to retrieve and access
things in the future,” St. Vrain
said.
The archivists have also
met with professional archivists around St. Louis including former St. Louis University archivist Alicia Detelich
and Diane Everman, an archivist at St. Louis Jewish
Community Archives. Everman gave them a tutorial on
what they should do in terms
of “special material” that’s
needed to do archiving right.
Boxes, spatulas, gloves, shades
for the sun, and metal shelves
are all on the list for upgrades.
“As we work all through
this, we’re not only upgrading
and updating the actual information but also the physical
location—the equipment and
this whole room. We’d like to
get a final floor in here, do
tiles, clean this whole thing,
because one way or the other,

we’re going to preserve this
for the next 100 years,” Thomas said.
“So what we’ve requested
from the administration is
funds to in effect re-do this
space so that the material that
we store here will be properly
preserved in future years and
not subject to rapid deterioration,” said St. Vrain.
This group started meeting back in 2015, when they
originally held the storage
closet in the Ignatian Conference Room that has since
become the Prep News archives room. Due to the sheer
expansion of materials and
documents that came pouring in from alumni, students,
parents, and faculty, the group
had to move to its current location in the old cafeteria.
“We’re really lucky and
blessed to have such a great
group of alumni who have
taken the initiative to pursue
this project that’s going to
be really meaningful for the
school in the long run,” said
Director of Communications
Ben DuMont, who meets with
the archivists regularly and
serves as a liaison between
them and the school. “That’s
one of the biggest things I
would want to emphasize—
our gratitude for this group of
alumni.”

IBL begin speaker series with
Grosch, ’08, over Skype
BY Brian
REPORTER

I

Tretter

gnatian Business Leaders
launched its first Activity
Period Speaker Series event,
hosting Kevin Grosch, ’08 on
Thursday Mar. 12th. Grosch
talked about his video-first
media company, Made in Network, over Skype.
“The purpose of the new
speaker series is to bring in
passionate alumni doing cool
stuff in the world and have
them pass important information, ideas, and contacts
to SLUH students,” said IBL
moderator and coordinator of
the new series Kevin Foy.
Grosch went to Bellarmine to study to become a musician, then switched to producing and distributing music
while working for Google,
and now has created his own
company, Made in Network,

which builds music channels on Youtube that connect
youtubers into a TV channel
online.
“It went really well,” said
Foy. “(Grosch) had a really
cool story with a neat evolution.”
“His idea of the channel
fascinated me. He’s taking a
risk and that’s admirable,” said
junior Drew Kirchoff.
Assistant Principal for
Mission Jim Linhares reached
out to Grosch, a former student, because he thought
students would find his work
interesting.
“As teachers, we aren’t in
the world doing it, so alums
help provide their experiences
to students,” Foy said. “They
also desperately want students
to pass their information to.”
Due to Grosch’s office in
Nashville, the event was held

over Skype.
“(Grosch) walked with
his webcam through the office and we even got to see the
sound studio,” said Foy.
Even though students
may not be interested in the
particular topic of the speaker, Foy encourages all to come
to learn something new and
broaden their minds.
Foy wants students to
think, “Oh the speaker series
is here, this will be cool people talking about interesting
stuff, and I’ll learn something
that I never knew before”.
The new speaker series
will occur the first week of every month during activity period. He is looking to feature
alumni who show innovation,
entrepreneurship, and passion for what they do.

artwork | Joe Bytnar

SUPER SEVEN: R-ball claims Nationals; eleventh overall title Juniors
Overall, the National Miner winning 15-14, 11-15, shine in
tournament had a total of 391 11-4.
participants from 35 schools.
Hanson played seven Water Polo
According to head coach Jo- matches, only losing one
seph Koestner, “SLUH Rac- game, to senior Joe Boyce. In opener

The team celebrating after its Nationals win on March 5.
Liam John
REPORTER

I

n the first week of March,
Saint Louis U. High Racquetball team racked up its
seventh consecutive National
Champion trophy, and its
11th overall. The team was
stacked in all of the divisions,
and history was made by more
than one player.
Senior Chris Schulze, the
No. 1 seed, made SLUH history in the tournament. He won
his first three matches in the
Gold division, taking him to
the semifinals, where he lost
15-11, 15-12 to Cayden Akins
from Texas, before finishing
his SLUH career with a win
for third place 15-9 15-14.
Schulze beat Mitchell
Turner from Sprague, SLUH’s
toughest opponent from Oregon. Schulze was the first
SLUH player to make the top
three in the first seed division. Schulze was also named
a Post-Dispatch Player of the

Week this week.
“I’m really glad that I
could bring home the team
overall, it’s a sweet sendoff for
my senior year,” said Schulze.
“It’s an honor.”
He continued with gratitude, “I would like to thank
previous one seeds Thomas
Riganti and Kevin Schneier
for helping me along the way.”
No. 2 James Storgion (Jr.)
came in second for his division to Parkway’s Mark Duffie.
Duffie is a great competitor,
and the final match between
the two players went to three
games. After Storgion won the
first 15-12, Duffie came back
to win the second 15-13. After disagreements, the players
decided to change refs and the
heated third game ended with
Storgion losing 6-11.
Even though Storgion
lost, the two continued to be
kind to each other.
“I think our success this
year was accredited to our
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depth, we were incredibly
deep at all levels,” said coach
Patrick Zarrick, director of the
racquetball program. “This
year, the title did not come
easily, but everyone brought
their best game.”
No. 3 seed Carlos Ayala
(Sr.) placed second in his
singles division and second in
the second division of doubles
with No. 4 seed Jacob Sullivan
(Sr.). Ayala came in second
to Sprague’s Joshua Nelson in
both singles and doubles. Because the Sullivan and Ayala
match was the last SLUH/
Sprague match, the gallery
was filled with both schools
cheering. The SLUH fans also
started cheering the popular
“Oh, when the Bills.”
Sullivan finished first in
the fourth division of singles.
He beat Vianney’s Zach Layton in the finals. 12-15, 1514, 11-5. Sullivan ended his
senior year with the first and
second place title.

quetball continues to dominate American HS Boys Team
Racquetball.”
Then sophomore Matt
Hayes won the fifth division
as well as the third division for
doubles with his partner, junior Adam Hanson. Hayes did
not drop a game throughout
his singles division and only
lost 36 points while winning
90 points total in singles.
In doubles, Hanson
and Hayes played all their
matches in the third division
with barely any mistakes. In
their final match together,
they played Parkway’s Jason
“Guru” Sauer and Carson
Smith. It was very difficult for
all the players who played the
Parkway team because Sauer
is Parkway’s No. 1 seed and
one of Schulze’s more difficult opponents. Hanson and
Hayes lost the first game due
to a bad call from the ref, but
they came back to win the second game 15-5. Schulze won
the third game, 11-10. Right
after enduring this match,
Hanson had to play his singles
final match.
In the sixth and largest
division, with 129 players,
Hanson was seeded first, and
the final four were all SLUH
players, including Hanson,
senior Jack Miner, senior Ian
Modde, and junior Steven
Zak. Hanson and Zak got to
the finals while Miner and
Modde played for third with

his final match against Zak, he
won 15-13, 15-14. Because he
played this match after doubles, this was his twelfth game
in the whole tournament, and
he was barely able to stand
because his legs were so tired,
but he finished the match with
a rollout. Twelve is the highest number of games you can
play in the tournament, making an exhausted Hanson the
player with the most wins in
the tournament.
When asked about the
SLUH program, an opposing
coach once remarked: “SLUH
never rebuilds, they just reload.” The SLUH racquetball
program is very lucky to be
able to reload with players like
Zak, Hanson, Storgion, and
also for another two years,
Hayes.
“As a four year senior, it
was really nice to see the team
come together and pull out
another national title for the
Jr. Bills,” said Senior Roman
Visintine.
The Jr. Bills’ 3,499 team
total was over 1,000 points
ahead of the second place
Sprague.
According to junior Nick
Patritti, the season was a “Dub
Season,” with a win in State,
Nationals, and several first
places in individual leagues.

Defeat: defensive breakdowns allow No. 2 Cadets to sink
No. 1 Jr. Bills in Challenge Cup Final
Will Farroll and Nathan
Langhauser
SPORTS EDITOR, STAFF

S

LUH skated off the ice last
Wednesday night as Challenge Cup runner-ups for the
third year in a row, watching
CBC hold up fours while they
surrounded the trophy for
their fourth consecutive Challenge Cup championship.The
Cadets took the game 4-1 in
a matchup that featured less
offense and physicality than
expected.
Following the opening
faceoff, SLUH applied their
forecheck and seemed to be
keeping the time of possession in their favor. Chances
came around but the Jr. Bills,
as in their semifinal game,
were unable to capitalize.
Pucks rarely found the net,
and offensive crashing was
not present like it had been
earlier in the season.
“We couldn’t capitalize
on our chances early in the
game. We get a goal or two in
the beginning there, it’s a different game for us,” said head
coach Kevin Fitzpatrick.
Though the defense held
CBC to just a few minutes of

offensive time and four shots
in the first period, one came
at a cost.
After turning the puck
over trying to clear the zone,
SLUH was left exposed to a
rush of CBC players. The Cadets moved the puck to the
middle, where CBC winger
Clayton Dawe converted an
easy chance into a 1-0 Cadet
lead with 6:12 left in the period.
The remainder of the
period was a slow-moving,
puck-trading few minutes.
Both teams had few chances
and those few were halted by
the opposing defense.
On one short rush for
SLUH, the CBC defense landed a huge hit in front of their
crowd that seemed to give the
Cadets momentum.
With the physical hit at
the end of the period, some
expected the game to pick up
pace in the second period, but
it was quite the contrary.
“Both teams just came
to play and the physical part
never really materialized,
which is fine with us, typically
we are a very good skating
team and puck-moving team

Junior Matthew Hohl (6) and the rest of the hockey team after their State loss on March 8.
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and typically teams try to hit
us to slow us down, so we
were fine with that but maybe
it backfired and didn’t get us
fired up with the intensity we
needed,” said Fitzpatrick.
“Only one penalty tonight definitely was a disadvantage for us being a more
hard-nosed, physical style of
a team,” said senior captain
Luke Gassett.
As in the first period,
SLUH again recorded more
chances than CBC, but could

not capitalize, and CBC,
while having few chances,
snuck one past sophomore
goalie Brendan Rasch.
SLUH had been attacking well and finding ways
to stay in the offensive zone
despite getting many shots
blocked or saved, but at the
4:16 mark, against the run of
play, CBC’s Bud Winter put
the puck on net from the dot
and Rasch misread the shot,
which slid to the inside of his
pad and through the five-hole

into the net for a 2-0 CBC
lead.
A minute later, with
SLUH pushing hard to get a
goal back, the Jr. Bills couldn’t
corral a loose puck in front
of the CBC net, which led to
another Cadet breakaway that
ended with Noah Roofe sliding the puck past Rasch with
no pressure to make it 3-0
CBC.
“We just had some bad
bounces and breakdowns in

continued on page 11

Ryan Neuner
REPORTER

T

he Saint Louis U. High water polo team kicked off its
season on Monday with a decisive 21-4 victory over CBC at
Forest Park.
With some key seniors unable to play, juniors Joe Jellinek,
Nick Mattingly, John Burke,
Barclay Dale, Jacob Fields,
Brendan Moore, and Jack Laux
led the team to victory along
with seniors Luke Smith, Connor Flack, and goalie Mike Harris.
By executing a solid defense, the Bills were able to successfully counterattack and take
a commanding 9-1 lead after
one quarter, with Jellinek netting a hat trick within the first
four minutes.
However, the highlight of
the game came in the fourth
quarter, when goalie Mike Harris earned both a kick out and
a 5-meter. After fouling a CBC
player and hearing the whistle,
Harris starting swimming over
to the designated corner of the
pool as another CBC player
took a shot. The ball hit Harris,
who effectively blocked the shot
by swimming directly in front
of the shooter, which resulted in
a 5-meter for CBC and another
personal foul for Harris.
After the game, Harris
confessed that the block wasn’t
an accident. “My natural reaction was to block the ball,” he
said, adding, “I thought I could
get away with it.”
With Harris ejected, Jellinek stood in as goalie for the
5-meter, although as a field
player, he could only use one
hand to block. Unfortunately he
couldn’t pull off a miracle, and
CBC scored.
Elsewhere, Dale, Fields
and fellow junior Brendan
Moore picked up their first
goals on varsity.
“It felt great,” said Moore.
“What makes our team better
than others is our depth, which
clearly showed in our game
when Jacob (Fields), Barclay
(Dale), and I scored.”
Despite the easy win,
Burke noted that the team still
has room to grow.
“While we may have won
the game by a considerable
margin, we didn’t quite play as
the pack of minnows we know
we can play (like), but it was still
a good first showing.”
Last night, the team defeated De Smet 17-6 at Forest
Park for their second victory in
as many games.
The Bills have a busy
schedule ahead of them, which
includes a game against Lafayette tonight before they face off
with Pattonville on Monday.
“(I’m) excited like a barracuda waiting to kill its prey,”
said senior Thomas Nordmann.
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Lacrosse opens season 1-1 with a
Rifle finishes second to MBA in
trip to LA
double header

Prep News

Ben Dattilo
STAFF

T

he Saint Louis U. High
rifle team placed second
in two consecutive matches
against Montgomery Bell
Academy on Friday March 3
and 4.
In the first match, SLUH
Blue finished second behind
MBA 1 by a score 2284-2266.
SLUH White also participated
in the match, placing fourth
overall.
Sophomore Adam Stemmler had the highest overall
score in the match with 580.
Sophomore Jack Doyle took
second overall for SLUH with
a score of 568. Senior Liam
Quinslisk placed third overall

for SLUH with a score of 563.
Sophomore Hayden Steingruby was fourth overall for
SLUH with a score of 555.
“Overall, I think the team
did fairly well, even though
we didn’t win,” said Weber.
“We went against a tough
team and didn’t get creamed.”
SLUH White scored 2190
and was led by junior Joseph
Weber with a score of 564,
followed by freshman Matt
Friedrichs with a score of 551,
and sophomore Max Wilson
with a score of 540. Freshman
John Hilker had a score of 535
and freshman Miguel Cadiz
shot individually with a score
of 534.
In the second match,

SLUH Blue finished second
behind MBA 1 by a score of
2237-2198. SLUH White participated in the match and
was fourth overall.
Doyle finished first for
SLUH with a score of 566,
Stemmler second with a score
of 565, Steingruby third with
a score of 543, and Weber
fourth with a score of 524.
“I think each of us need
to continue to work on making our scores more consistent, which should be a huge
goal next year,” said Weber.
“Looking forward to next
year, most of their star shooters are seniors, so we will have
a better shot at beating them
next year.”

Players step into new roles as
baseball prepares for season
Nick Gima
STAFF

T

he St. Louis U. High baseball team is looking to
bounce back this year after
being eliminated in the State
quarterfinal game last May
with an 11-2 loss to the Lindbergh Flyers.
This will be tough as the
Bills have to replace a plethora of players in the field who
graduated last year. Head
coach Steve Nicollerat will be
faced with making considerable lineup changes due to
this.
“It’s always tough when
a senior class graduates,” said
Nicollerat. “But we have the
best guys in the world here so
we’ll be fine.”
Nevertheless, there are
several returning players who
will look to lead their squad to
another successful season. Seniors Donovan Ditto (shortstop) and Jacob Safarian (second base), who have played
on the team for four years, are
both returning; both batted
well over .300 last year as well.
“After three years on the
team, I’m ready to lead the
guys in my final year,” said
Ditto.
Senior Nick Peccola will
look to fill in the gap left at
first base with the loss of former senior Truman Stephens.
But Peccola is no spring
chicken. He saw considerable
playing time last year as a designated hitter, and he finished
the season with .328 batting
average.
The biggest gap to fill is at
third base. John Brinkman led
the team last year offensively,
posting 32 hits, 18 RBIs, and
one home run. Senior Adam

pretty confident in taking
over at third base,” said Kleffner. “However, I don’t think
anyone will ever be able to fill
Brink’s place. He’s a legend.”
The Jr. Bills’ defense will
also see a new face behind the
plate. After four years of Joe
Warnecke playing as catcher,
Nicollerat has to find a new
man to direct his players in
the field. That role will fall
onto the shoulders of senior
Louis Garavaglia and junior
Nick Dimmitt. Both players
possess incredible offensive
capabilities, and will play a
major factor in the Jr. Bills’ offense as well.
“I’m really excited to be
able to contribute to the team
this year,” said Garavaglia.
“It’ll be my first time playing
in a varsity game so I’m ready
to go.”
The outfield will also be
a major hot spot early in the
season. The Bills lost two key
defensive players in Sam Perry and Luke Thibodeau. Junior Ricky Browne is the only
returner who saw considerable playing time in the outfield last year. Junior Michael
Bradley and sophomore Nick
Lang, who are both returning
varsity members, are the two
likely candidates to fill the remaining two spots.
The pitching staff will
most likely be the most shorthanded of this year’s varsity
team. With the loss of Brinkman, Stephens, and Anthony
Delia, there will be some new
faces standing on the bump
this season.
Senior and Lindenwood
commit Weston Baker will
most likely fill the number
one spot in the rotation. Bak-

Kleffner looks to pitch some
innings in relief. Despite never having taken the mound
in a SLUH uniform, Kleffner
boasts a strong arm with solid
offspeed pitches to complement it.
“The past few years I’ve
thrown pretty many innings
over the summer, but never
really thought about pitching
for SLUH. This year I thought
I could give it a try given how
much pitching we lost,” said
Kleffner.
There is little to no question about the team’s offensive
capabilities though.
The Jr. Bills opened up
their season last Saturday
against Harrisburg High
School in the Metro East
Kickoff Classic at GCS Ballpark.
The Bills offense got rolling early, plating three runs
in the first three innings. This
momentum did not slow, and
heading into the bottom of
the sixth, they held a comfortable 15-3 lead.
The game finished with a
final score of 15-9 in favor of
the Jr. Bills.
“We didn’t have our best
defensive game, but we really came out strong with the
bats,” said Peccola. “I think
we’ll be ready for the rest of
the season.”
It’s clear that the Bills will
have no weak spot in their
lineup, even lower in the order. Kleffner and freshman
Cade Hohl scored back-toback doubles from the 8th
and 9th spot in the lineup.
After starting the season with a strong win, the
Bills head into the heart of
their season with a lot of
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Kleffner will be responsible
for taking Brinkman’s place.
Kleffner is no stranger to the
varsity spotlight as he is returning for his fourth year.
Kleffner batted .800 with 10
plate appearances last year.
“Because I got some
pretty good playing time in
the playoffs last year, I feel

er holds an arsenal of pitches,
and his fastball tops out in the
high 80s. His trademark is his
deceptive pitching motion,
which makes it nearly impossible for the hitter to locate
the ball in his hand before he
releases it.
Junior Matt Bauer will
occupy the second spot, and

confidence. They will play a
doubleheader against McCluer North this Saturday at
Sheridan Stadium. The game
times are scheduled at 11:00
a.m. and 1:00 p.m. The Bills
will then open up MCC play
against De Smet at home next
Monday at 4:30.

The team after Mass on Sunday, Mar. 12.

Stephen Ocampo
REPORTER

W

ith their hats on, their
navy polo shirts that
read “SLUH Lacrosse,” and
their bags filled with a combination of clothes, uniforms,
swimsuits, and lacrosse sticks,
the St. Louis U. High lacrosse
team headed to Los Angeles
two weekends ago to take on
Agoura Hills and Thousand
Oaks, two teams formerly
coached by head coach Tyler
Gilbert.
Just a few hours after
landing in Los Angeles on
Friday, SLUH took on Agoura
Hills in the first game, losing
10-9.
The Bills started off slow
in the first quarter, not scoring a single goal. However,
Agoura Hills came to play,
scoring three goals in that
quarter.
“We were not mentally
prepared for that game, and

same, putting up a point right
after.
The Jr. Bills were not discouraged, though, as three
different, experienced seniors
showed their offensive talent, scoring three consecutive goals within the last few
minutes of the game. Senior
Will Farroll shifted his way
in and out of the defense as
he found the back of the net,
followed by an unassisted goal
from Howe, and ending with
a crafty shot from senior Anthony Hughes, cutting down
the lead 10-9.
However, this comeback
was short-lived, as a penalty
on SLUH thwarted this momentum, allowing Agoura
Hills to hold off the shorthanded Jr. Bills until time
ended.
“It was just too little, too
late,” said Gilbert.
This loss was the second in a row for SLUH, who
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launched a hard shot low that
was too fast for the goalie to
react, but Thousand Oaks responded before time ran out,
making the score 6-4.
When the second half
started, both teams displayed
their intense level of play for
awhile going back and forth
with shots until Farroll scored
his third goal with 10:42 left
in the quarter. Corker added
to that as he scored right after
to push the score to 8-4. After
a few minutes of play and faceoff dominance from junior
Will Perryman and senior
Jimmy Tramelli, Howe shot
one high past the goalie. But
number 11 on Thousand Oaks
did not waver as he scored late
in the third, giving him three.
With 8:31 left in the final
quarter, O’Malley netted yet
another as SLUH had a man
up. Fellow attackman Carse
added to the SLUH lead with
his own goal, giving him a hat
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we came out quite flat,” said
sophomore Charlie Carse.
More of the same continued for the Jr. Bills in the
second, as two more goals
by Agoura Hills pushed their
lead to five.
“We showed the major
signs of jet lag,” said Gilbert.
During the last few minutes of the second quarter,
however, SLUH ramped it
up, scoring consecutive goals
from Carse and junior Nick
Floretta off two sweet dishes
from junior Peter O’Malley.
SLUH headed into halftime
down 5-2.
Agoura Hills came out of
halftime with the same physicality and intensity as before
as they scored another goal
early in the third and then two
more goals within two minutes, extending their lead to
five. The Jr. Bills did not back
down though, as senior Nolan Corker snuck one past the
goalie off an assist from senior
Jerry Howe late in the third
quarter, making the score 8-3.
In the fourth quarter,
SLUH rode the momentum,
as Howe found the back of the
net early. A few minutes later,
Carse cut down the score to
8-5 with a goal of his own.
Agoura Hills responded when
they scored with less than
6 minutes left in the game.
Corker answered as he ripped
a hard shot that flew past the
goalie, making the score 9-6,
but Agoura Hills did the same

dropped to 0-2 for the season.
“It’s kind of a wake up
call and makes us realize it’s
not going to be easy,” said junior Austin Hannah.
Coming off the disappointing loss, SLUH came
back the next day to take on
Thousand Oaks, this time
coming out on top 11-10.
“We were still pumped
up from the last game’s comeback so we took it to them,”
said Floretta.
The Jr. Bills came out,
looking strong as ever as they
set the tempo with their fast
play and physicality. SLUH
started the scoring early with
two goals, from Howe and
Farroll, giving them a 2-0 lead
to begin.
Thousand Oaks did not
take this lying down, however,
as they replied with their own
goal before heading into the
second quarter.
In the second, SLUH
gained momentum as Farroll
scored off a beautiful assist.
A few minutes later, O’Malley
scored a lefty far post off a
nifty screen play with Carse.
Right after, O’Malley returned
the favor as he dished a pass
back to Carse on a breakaway
for a goal of his own, extending the lead to 5-1. With just
a few minutes left, Thousand
Oaks netted in two to break
up the SLUH scoring and cut
their lead to two.
Before halftime, Carse
took one himself and

trick for the game. With a six
goal SLUH lead, Thousand
Oaks, just like SLUH had the
previous game, mounted what
seemed like a comeback as
they scored five straight goals.
However, after a couple big faceoff wins and a late penalty,
SLUH was able to hold off
Thousand Oaks for an 11-10
victory.
“Perryman’s faceoffs really rallied the boys to fend
them off,” said Floretta.
After the big win, the
team stuck around in LA, participating in activities such as
watching the Virginia vs. Cornell game, hitting the beach,
and ending off with a Mass led
by Rev. Michael Marchlewski.
“It was mainly a team
bonding thing,” said Gilbert,
“The cohesion built, and the
development of team chemistry was the biggest thing for
this trip.”
The trip also brought a
lot of experience to the team
as a whole, especially the
younger guys.
“It’s good for us to see
different styles of play and different competition in other
areas rather than St. Louis,”
said Carse.
The trip ended on Sunday as the players went their
separate ways for spring
break, but they headed right
back to the turf this past week.
The lacrosse team’s next
game is at SLUH this Friday
night at 7 versus CB-Memphis.
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Chaminade comeback in Districts
Matt Godar
CORE STAFF

T

Senior John Sieckhaus (9) in the State Finals on March 8.

(continued from page 9)

the defensive zone that didn’t
go our way,” said junior captain Matt Hohl.
“Mental breakdowns. I
take responsibility for a couple
of those goals, no excuses and
a couple miscommunications
that cost us. It really sucks
because I really think we outplayed them,” said sophomore
Christian Berger.
CBC came out with a new
goalie in the third, but only
for a minute, because of an
equipment malfunction. The
starter, Jack Caruso, was back
in a matter of seconds and the
game went on unchanged.
A switching up of lines
between periods proved to
be SLUH’s last push to create something. Sophomore
captain Henry Wagner was
moved to the first line and
senior captain John Sieckhaus
was moved to the second offensive line.
“With no goals, we had to
try to shake it up to see if we
could get something going offensively,” said Fitzpatrick.
“We thought we still had
a chance to come back, so we
didn’t want to give up,” said
Wagner.
With 9:53 left in the
game, a delay of game penalty
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against CBC appeared to give
SLUH an opening. But though
the Jr. Bills created chances,
they were slow to crash the
net, and could not finish.
With the focus mostly
on finding a goal, SLUH was
vulnerable on a breakout
play. On a puck down the ice
the Jr. Bills were slow to get
set up defensively and CBC’s
Dawe beat the defense to the
loose puck and passed it off to
Winter, who, from almost no
angle, notched the puck top
corner over Rasch’s shoulder.
With 8:41 left it was 4-0 CBC
and all but over.
“We played really well,
we just couldn’t find a way to
score and that’s what cost us
really,” said Sieckhaus.
A last bit of SLUH momentum came when Wagner
stood up a CBC player who
tried to hit him, which seemed
to spark the offense.
A shot on net from Hohl
rebounded to the center and
the Jr. Bills finally crashed
and put it in. Senior Chaz Palumbo got the final tip to give
SLUH its first and only goal of
the night with 1:25 left in the
game.
Despite the late push, it
was far too late and CBC won
the game 4-1.

“We just didn’t have it tonight. I think they wanted to
slow it down and keep us off
our speed game and they did it
and they were the better team
tonight,” said Fitzpatrick.
“To win these kinds
of games you need to have
bounces, you need to have
puck luck and it just wasn’t
our night,” said Gassett. “We
didn’t give up and I’ll take that
any day of the week. The past
four years, absolutely no regrets, couldn’t have asked for
more out of this school and
the fans, it was an honor to
play for you guys.”
The Jr. Bills finished off
the season 25-3, the best overall record in the league. They
scored a total of 166 goals on
the year, and ranked number
one in goals against with only
39. SLUH recorded ten shut
outs and was not shut out
once in 28 games.
“I felt that we had an
extremely strong season. We
didn’t necessarily play our
best hockey in the playoffs,
but I have no problems with
the season,” said Gassett. “We
came together and played well
overall.”

Volleyball Nightbeat
Yesterday marked the start of the St Louis U. High volleyball season on all levels against Parkway Central. This was the first
match for the new freshman team coach, Anne Marie Lodholz. After losing the first set 25-17 the freshman team came back and
won the next two sets 25-18 and 25-23 to win their first match.
JV fought in a tight, back and forth match, with plenty of energy on both sides.
They prevailed 27-25 and 2518 through a mix of line-ups, winning their match.
Varsity set out in their first match to defend their State championship
against the Class 3 State finalists. After a slow start to the first set, senior
Jake Swyers went on a serving run to pull ahead early. Errors on both sides
showed the marks of the early season, but the Jr. Bills were able to get into
rhythm and put the Colts away 25-15. The second set began with more
intensity. Central came out loud but strong serving from SLUH made it
difficult for the Colts to score. Strong hitting across the board led SLUH to
the 25-19 win in the second set, ending the match.
—Compiled by Nathan Langhauser

Rugby Box Score

he St. Louis U. High basketball team’s fantastic
season came to an abrupt end
in the District Championship
against Chaminade on March
3. The Jr. Bills finished with an
outstanding 21-7 record and
their first MCC title under
their belt.
“We have a great team,”
said head coach Erwin
Claggett. “When we go out
and do the things we’re supposed to do, we give ourselves
a great chance of winning.”
Having defeated Chaminade by a narrow score of
60-58 just weeks before the
District Championship, the
championship was certainly
attainable. For most of the
earlier win, the Jr. Bills dominated before the Red Devils’
fourth quarter frenzied press
gave SLUH trouble and allowed a comeback, that ultimately fell short, giving the Jr.
Bills the victory.
“We got a little lax, we
stopped being aggressive, just
looking for a way to close the
game out,” said Claggett.
The championship began differently. The Jr. Bills
weren’t particularly hot on the
offensive side of the ball. Fortunately, the lockdown SLUH
defense left the Red Devils in
similar circumstances.
After both teams traded
a few buckets, the low-scoring
first quarter came to a close,
all tied up at a paltry nine
points.
The second quarter continued this trend, as neither
SLUH nor Chaminade could
pull away. The game was gritty, and turnovers were a plenty
as defense continued to dominate.
“We were playing a lot of
great team defense,” said junior Matt Leritz. “There was a
lot of energy.”
When the first half ended, the two teams were still
tangled in a tie. The score was
20-20 heading into the third
quarter.
From senior forward B.J.
Wilson’s strong turnaround
hook shot to open the second
half, the game had a different
tone. SLUH’s scoring floodgates seemed to open, as they
exploded for buckets.
The Jr. Bills managed to
score 24 points in the third
quarter, more than they had
scored in the first two combined, while holding Chaminade to just 12 points. Most
of the quarter’s points came

in the final three minutes as
SLUH extended its lead to
double digits. Heading into
the fourth, the Jr. Bills led 4432.
“For most of the season,
the third quarter has been
our strong point,” said senior
guard Anthony Hughes. “We
wanted to get out there and
keep the pressure on, keep attacking.”
“We all started to click in
the third, and we pulled away
a little bit, and we all started to
think ‘we’ve got this covered,’”
said senior forward Brent
Smith.
In the final quarter, disaster struck . Everything that
could possibly go wrong did,
spelling heartbreak for the Jr.
Bills.
As the Red Devils upped
the intensity and pressure
rose rapidly, SLUH began to
crack. They turned the ball
over a stunning nine times,
and missed layups and open
shots. The door was open for
Chaminade, and the Red Devils burst through.
“Energy fell, turnovers
increased, our defense fell. It
just all went downhill,” said
senior guard Brandon McKissic.
The Red Devils outscored
the Jr. Bills in the fourth by 21
points. Their total of 30 in the
quarter nearly eclipsed their
total in the first three quarters.
After taking the lead for the
first time with a little under
three minutes left in the game,
clutch free throw shooting
and good ball protection kept
the Jr. Bills from retaking the
lead.
While Chaminade managed to convert 23 of its 29
free throws, SLUH was just
nine of 20 from the charity
stripe. The little, fundamental
aspects of the game brought
the Jr. Bills down.
“It wasn’t all bad, I think
we learned some things about
not taking anything for granted,” said Smith.
In spite of the poor ending, SLUH enjoyed one of the
most successful seasons SLUH
basketball has ever seen.
SLUH finished the season with an incredible record
of 21-7, including a signature
win against Chaminade, and
two signature wins against
CBC. SLUH had not beaten
either team since the 2012-13
season.
Perhaps the greatest
highlight of the season was
the second win over CBC. Not
only were they able to defeat

their rival, but the victory
came on Senior Night and
won the MCC title outright
for the Jr. Bills, the first time
ever.
“You always want to leave
something behind. As a team,
you always want to come together to leave something
to be remembered for,” said
Hughes.
To go along with the fantastic team achievement, individual players also thrived
this season. Senior guard
Brandon McKissic averaged
16 points per game to score a
total of 432 points on the season. McKissic also joined the
1000-point club this season
while showing his versatility,
averaging 4.1 rebounds and
2.9 assists per game.
Wilson led the team
in blocks with 1.3 per game
while posting 4.6 boards per
game, third best behind junior Matt Leritz’ 6.8. Leritz
also contributed 9.5 points per
game, shooting 39.4 percent
from deep.
SLUH’s other standout senior guard, Anthony
Hughes, experienced a breakout year of sorts, upping his
points per game 7 points to
12.2, while shooting a remarkably efficient 43.7 percent
from three. Hughes also led
the team in free throw percentage, hitting 79 of his 100
attempts, and was second in
assists with 2.7 per game.
Senior forward Brent
Smith led the team in field
goal percentage, shooting 57
percent for 8.4 points a game.
His 4.9 rebounds per game
were second on the team.
Next year, the Jr. Bills will
be without the seven seniors
that led this year’s squad:
McKissic, Hughes, Smith,
Wilson, Andrew Grassi, Davion Nash, and Nick “Beef ’
Lally.
“I’ll probably miss the
coaching staff the most. Just
how much they care, how
much work they put into us.
They do everything they can
to get the best out of us,” said
McKissic.
Juniors Leritz, Mikey
Sanders, and A.J. Hardin all
played significant minutes this
year, and will look to continue
the Jr. Bill success next season.
“I’m really excited for
next year,” said Leritz. “A lot
of people are already counting
us out or as underdogs, but
I think we’re gonna surprise
them.”
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Tries: Henry Herzberg (2) (Sr.)
Luke Sextro (Sr.)
Ryan Hougland (Sr.)
Matthew Quinlan (Jr.)
D.J. Sansone (So.)

Senior Brandon McKissic against Chaminade on March 3.
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Around the Hallways
New desks
Math classroom M217
underwent changes in its seating. It got the same desks as
those in M202/204 as part of
pilot a program that’s upgrading the desks at SLUH. The
majority of students like the
desks. Sophomore Joey Nolan says, “the desks provide an
easier way to discuss class material with peers.” In addition,
sophomore Sean McLaughlin
finds the desks in M217 to be
“more accommodating to lefthanded writers.” On the other
hand, some students find that
the desks are a distraction to
the classroom. The pilot pro-

gram will continue as students
and teachers discern if the
desks are a benefit in the classroom.
Casey Beaumier S.J.
On March 8, the night of
the state hockey game, the Rev.
Casey Beaumier, S.J. came to
SLUH to speak as a part of the
White House Retreat Center
speaker series. His topic was
“On Earth as it is in Heaven:
Spiritual Exercises for Daily
Life.” When asked what this
meant, Campus Minister Meg
Beugg said that it had a twopronged meaning. The first
being that we should strive to

do our best to make our time
here on earth as close as it can
get that in Heaven. Because
we are made in the image and
likeness of God, we should
try and make earth in the image and likeness of where he
resides, Heaven. The second
part talked mostly about how
doing the will of God on earth
leads us to Heaven.

hosting a calling party to advocate for the human dignity
and rights of immigrants and
refugees. Each attendee will
make a short 30-second call to
the office of elected officials; a
script will be provided. If you
make a call, you will receive
a cool poster that says “We
stand with immigrants and
refugees” and will be put in a
drawing for a T-shirt. There
Campus Ministry Calling will also be FOOD!
Party
Next Tuesday, March —complied by Reed Milnor,
28 during activity period in Paul Gillam and Sam OrtCampus Ministry, as a part of mann
the Ignatian Family Advocacy
Month, Campus Ministry is

SLUH band, choir dominate at District
and State Music Festival
BY Will Slatin
REPORTER

M

any in the Fine Arts
Department spent the
week of Feb. 27 preparing for
what band director and music teacher Jeff Pottinger described as “the culmination
of what we’ve done since August”—the District and State
Music Festival.
SLUH participated in
three festival events before the
break: the large band competition on March 2, and the solos
and small ensembles competition and the vocal competition, both held on March 4.
In each of these events, SLUH
students played or sang in
front of judges and were graded on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1
being the best.
After playing songs that
they had been preparing for
about three months—“Circus
Days” by Karl King and
“Chorale and Shaker Dance”
by John Zdechlik—the symphonic band received a score
of 1 from two judges and a 2
from a third judge.

Prep News
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The Jr. Bills then moved
on to the sight reading portion of the large band festival. They were given a piece
of music they had never seen
before and were instructed to
perform it in front of a judge.
Once again the symphonic
band received a 1 rating, with
the judge commenting “wow”

Credits
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at the end of the piece.
One standout performer
for the whole festival was Sam
Pottinger, who earned four 1
ratings split between both instrumental and vocal performances.
On March 4, SLUH soloists, small ensembles, and
choir members performed at
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Parkway Central High School.
For the solos and small ensembles section of the festival,
SLUH had about 40 entries
consisting of at least 50 Jr.
Bills.
“It was an amazing experience but you could tell that
everyone was nervous,” said
sophomore viola player Andrew Wilson.
The nerves were not a
problem for Wilson, who received two 2 ratings and a 1
rating, making him eligible
for the state competition in
late April.
While Pottinger was very
proud of all the students who
received a 1 rating, he was
especially happy about the
students who worked hard to
get a 2.
On the same day, SLUH
choir students also competed.
Eleven SLUH vocalists performed and received four 1
ratings for solos and another
for a quartet.
“I was thrilled this year
because we had more kids be
part of this than last year,” said
choir director Addie Akin.
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Slatin
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Contributing
Photographers
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Jack “yeet nation” Connaghan
Mr. Dan “administration”
Finucane
Ms. Meg “inequality condemnation” Beugg
Advisor
Mr. Ryan “continuation of

occupation” McAnany
Moderator
Mr. Steve “moderation”
Missey

Schedule R

7:45am Lenten Speaker Series
AP
Graduation Tux Measurements
Lent Confessions
Loyola University New Orleans
4:15pm JV Tennis vs. Marquette @ Dwight Davis
4:15pm V Tennis vs. Marquette @ Dwight Davis
4:30pm JV/V Water Polo @ Lafayette

Saturday, March 25
9:00am V Track @ Festus High School
11:00am V Baseball @ McCluer North
4:00pm V Inline Hockey vs. Lafayette

JV/V Rugby in Hooligan Rugby Champions Cup @ Tulsa, OK

Sunday, March 26
6:00pm Mom Prom

JV/V Rugby in Hooligan Rugby Champions Cup @ Tulsa, OK

Monday, March 27

Schedule R

Blood Drive
AP
Snack—Mini tacos
Lunch Special—Meat Ball Special
Vegetarian—Mac n’ Cheese
3:30pm Ignatian Evening and Dinner
3:30pm V Golf vs. St. John Vianney
3:30pm C/JV Golf vs. Vianney
4:15pm B Baseball @ De Smet
4:15pm C Baseball vs. Parkway West @ Forest Park
4:30pm V Baseball vs. De Smet
4:30pm JV/V Water Polo @ Pattonville High School
Schedule R
Tuesday, March 28
8:30am V Golf Bantle Tournament
AP
NIE final regular meeting
Current juniors/rising seniors executive board
meeting
Sophomores Class Meeting
Snack—Mini Corn Dogs
Lunch Special—Chinese
Vegetarian—Lo Mein
4:00pm V Track @ De Smet
4:15pm C Baseball @ Parkway Central
4:30pm C/JV/V Volleyball @ Mehlville
5:15pm V Water Polo vs. Fort Zumwalt West
Wednesday, March 29
Half-Day Schedule
Parent Teacher Conferences
8:15am Lent Adoration
12:30pm Admissions Ambassadors Party
4:30pm JV/V Volleyball @ Chaminade

Thursday, March 30

Late Start Schedule

Lunch Special—Papa Johns
Vegetarian—Pasta
4:15pm C Baseball @ Parkway South
4:30pm C/JV/V Volleyball vs. CBC
4:30pm B Baseball @ Rockwood Summit

Friday, March 31

Schedule R
7:45am Lenten Speaker Series
AP
Senior Class Mass
Current juniors/rising seniors president and vice
president meeting
Snack—Mozzerlla sticks
Lunch Special—Fries and shrimp
Vegetarian—Grilled cheese
University of Dallas
4:15pm B Baseball @ Oakville High School
JV/V Tennis Tiger invitational @ Edwardsville High School
JV Water Polo invitational @ Chaminade
V Water Polo York invitational
V Baseball Jesuit invitational
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Lenten Reflections bring in guest speakers
BY Paul Gillam
REPORTER

A

bout 100 SLUH parents,
faculty, and staff gathered in the Si Commons for
the annual Lenten Evening
of Recollection on Thursday,
March 3. The Mother’s Club
traditionally gives a morning
or evening reflection during
Lent open to all Mother’s Club
members, but this year it was
decided that, for the first time,
the annual event would be
open to all adults in the SLUH
community.
The goal of the evening
was to “learn about the central principles of Ignatian
Spirituality, have a chance to
reflect, and meet other SLUH
parents,” said Mary Burke,
Pastoral Chair for the SLUH
Mother’s Club. She, along with

several other members of the
Mothers Club, helped to organize the evening.
“Let’s face it, life at SLUH
is very, very busy, and we don’t
always have a chance to get
outside of our circle and meet
the many excellent people
connected with SLUH,” Burke
said.
The event gave parents a
chance to reflect, to meet other parents, and to learn about
Jesuit spirituality.
The evening began with a
scrumptious dinner of Sugarfire Barbecue and then moved
into a talk by Rev. David Meconi, S.J., an Associate Professor of Historical Theology and
Director of the new Catholic
Studies Center at St. Louis
University. Meconi gave an
Ignatian reflection on Lent,

speaking about the life of St.
Ignatius and what led him to
develop the spiritual exercises
and how they can relate to our
lives, especially during Lent.
Meconi, who is known
for his humor, “gave one of
the best overviews of Ignatian
Spirituality I’ve heard,” said
Campus Minister Meg Beugg,
who was in attendance and
played a part in orchestrating
the event.
Everyone in attendance
received a small Lenten devotional book that contained
short excerpts from Pope
Francis for daily prayer.
The evening ended with a
candle-lit Mass in the chapel.
A choir made up of parents
and senior Mitchell Shorey
and junior Matthew Stauder
accompanied the Mass.

